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Paz (1967) defines e-approximation of probabil istic finite acceptors (p.ac.) 
and proves that the class of e-approximable p.ac. languages is contained in the 
class of type 0 languages, but  not in the class of regular sets. He conjectures 
that the class is not  contained in the class of context-free languages. We prove 
that this conjecture is true. Our  counter example is a modification of Paz's 
example of a nonregular language. 
I. PRELIMINARIES 
A probabilisticfinite acceptor (p.ac.)(with finite input alphabet 27) is given by 
(A, A), where/t is the cut-point (0 ~ A < I), and A = (S, 7r, M,F), where 
S is a finite set of states = {sl, s~ ,..., s~} (#S = n) 
Let P~ denote the set of all n-dimensional probability vectors; ~r ~ P~ is the 
initial distribution; M is a function: S × 27 -+ P~, the transition probability 
table; and F _C S is the set of final states. Let 7/e be an n-dimensional column 
vector (~F) where 
ll0 i f s~F  
~/iF = otherwise. 
For any input a ~ Z, let A(a) be the n × n matrix whose (i,j)-th entry is 
the j-th component of M(si, or). 
For any input x = ~Je2 "'" ~,,, letpA(x) be the probability of A going into a 
final state, i.e., 
p~(~) = ,~A(~) A(a~) .-- A (~)  ~.  
DEFINITION. e-approximation. For any E > 0, a language L (or a non- 
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probabilistic acceptor B, L -~ T(B), where T(B) is the language accepted 
by B) c-approximates the p.ac. (A, A) iff: 
(1) if pA(x) - -A  >E,  thenx~L,  
(2) if pA(x) - -  A < --E, then x ~L, and 
(3) if I pn(x) - -  A I • E, then x could be in L or/S (i.e.,{x/[ PA(x) -- A] < e} 
forms a "don't care set."A --  E to A + E forms a "don't care interval"). 
Now we give some terminology for context-free languages (CFL's). 
Context-Free Grammars 
A context-free grammar (CFG), G, is a 4-tuple (N, T, S, P), where 
N is a finite set of nonterminal symbols; 
T is a finite set of terminal symbols; 
S ~ N is a starting symbol; 
We adopt the convention: A, B, C "" ~ N; a, b, c .... ~ T; u, v, x, y, z .... ~ VT*; 
~, 3, v . . .~(v , ,u  vT)*. 
P is a finite set of productions. P can contain productions of the forms: 
A---~ A, A--~ a, A---~ BC. 
I f  P contains the production A --~ 7, then we write ~A/3 => ~7/3, for any 
a,/3 ~ (N t3 T)*. Let *~ be the reflexive and transitive closure of ~ .  Then 
the language generated by G, L(G), is given by 
L( G) = {x ] x ~ T*, S *~ x}. 
DEFINITION. In the derivation S *~ ~1A1 "" Ai~2 *~ ~1/31/3/32~2 , we say 
that 
(i) AI "'" Ai derived [31/3/33, 
(ii) A 1 "." ./1 i contributed/3. 
DEFINITION. In the derivation S *~ ~1A~2 *~ ~:/3~ 2 , we say that A is the 
immediate predecessor nonterminal of/3 if St *~ ~1A~2 ~ ~1/3~2 or S *=> ~1A~2 =~ 
~xBCe~2 *~ ~1/3~ where neither B nor C contributed/3. That is, if we go up 
the derivation tree starting with the nodes of/3, they first merge to a single 
node at A. 
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I I .  SOME BASIC RESULTS 
The following is a well-known result. 
Remark 1. Let L C 2/* and R be an equivalence relation of finite index 
over Z*, where ~' is a finite alphabet. If 
(Vx, y, z e X*)(xRy ~ (xz eL  <:> yz  eL)) 
(or equivalently xRy :> (zx eL  ~:~ zy eL)), 
then L is a regular set. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let G -~ (N, T, S, P) be a CFG, generating L. I f  there exists 
a finite number k such that for every x t , x2 e T*, i f  XlX ~ eL,  then there exists 
a derivation in G: 
S *~ A t "'" Atx~ *~ xtxz, where i ~ k, 
then L is a regular set. 
Proof. Let us define a relation R over T* as follows: For every x, y e T* 
and A~A2 ---A, e N* and i ~ k, xRy iff (AtA ~ "" Ai *~ xi f f  A1A 2 "" At *~ y). 
Obviously R is an equivalence relation and of finite index (~ 2 g, where 
k 
g = ~i=o # N~) • 
Let xRy and xz eL.  Then by hypothesis there exists a derivation in G 
S*~A 1 . . 'A i z*~xz  and i~k ;  which implies, since G is a CFG, 
At  "'" A i  *~ x. Since xRy, we have A s "-A~ *~ y and the 1emma follows 
from Remark 1. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 1.2. In Lemma 1.I we can replace 
"S ~ A t .." A,x~ *~ xlx~" by "S  *~ x~A 1 ." A i ~ xjx2". 
Along the same lines we could prove the following two lemmas. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let G = (N, T, S, P) be any CFG. For any finite k, define a 
language L k by 
L k=(a l . - .a . ]n>/0 ,  (V i~n) (~At ' "A  t , j~k)  
(S ~ A t ".. Ajai "'" a~ *~ a t "" a i .'. a~ in G)}. 
ThenL k is a regular set. (for n = O, a a "" a~ -~ A;for j ~- O, A t "" A~ -~ A) 
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LEMMA 2.2. In Lemma 2.1 we can replace "S  *~ A 1 "" A~a, "- a~ *~ 
a 1 " '"  a i " '"  an"  by "S  *~ a 1 "" aiA 1 "" A j  *~ a 1 .'. a i " '"  an" .  
I I I .  OPERATIONS ON LANGUAGES 
Let L 1 and L~ be languages over disjoint alphabets. 
DEFINITION. LIAL~ = {xlYlX2y2 [XlX2 eL1 ,  YlY2 EL2}" 
THEOREM 1. Let Z 1 and Z 2 be any disjoint finite alphabets, and L 1 C ZI*  be 
any language. For every x in L 1 , let there be an associated nonempty language 
M~ C_ Zz*. I f  there exists a language L ,  C_L1, such that (1)for every x in L~ , M~ 
is a nonregular set, and (2) every I,, L.~ C_i. CL~,  is a nonregular set, then 
L = 0~L 1 {x} AM~ is not a CFL. 
Proof. I f  possible, let L be a CFL given by the CFG G = (N, T, S, P). 
Construct a grammar G 1 = (N1, T 1 , $1,/)1) as follows: 
S~ = S, T~ = Z~ , N~ = N va Z2 , P~ = P u {r -+ A i y a 2:2}. 
In every string of L each symbol in 272 is replaced by A and for every x in 
L1, M~ is nonempty. Hence L( G1) = L 1 . 
CLAIM I. (~XlX 2 ~Ls)(S 1 *=> x lA  1 "" A i *~ XlX 2 in G 1 implies that i > 1). 
Proof. Assume it is not true. Then Vxlx 2 ~Ls,  ~ a derivation: 
S 1 *~ x~fi *~ xlx 2 in G1, where /fi/ ~ 1 (fi E N 1 u {A}) "" (I) 
We will show that there exists a regular set L, L s _CI, _CL 1 , a contradiction. 
Define L = {a 1. . .a~ [ n ~ 0, (Vi ~ n)(31~)(Sl *~ a l "'' aifi *~ a l ''' ai ''' a n 
in G1, where/fi] ~ 1)}. 
I, is a subset of L1, and from (I) it is easily seen thatL s _CI,. By Lemma 2.2, 
I, is a regular set. Q.E.D. 
Let us fix our attention on an xlx 2 satisfying Claim 1. 
CLAIM 2. For everyyly2 ~ M~lx * , there exists a derivation in G: 
S ~ A~ ... A i  "'" A~y2 ~ xly lx~yz "'" 
in which at most a single nonterminal A i contributed Yl • 
(ii) 
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Proof. Assume it to be false. Let A, ' "  A s contributed Yl • Let B be the 
immediate predecessor nonterminal of Ai  "'" A~ in (II). B might have derived 
just a substring of A1 "'" A,,, or it might have contributed a part o fy  2 also. 
Case 1. B derived a substring of A, " -Am.  Then there is another 
derivation in G: S *~ ~Bfly~ *~ x ly lx~y 2 , in which B contributed y , ,  
contradicting the assumption that a single nonterminal symbol cannot 
contribute Yl • 
Case 2. B derived a prefix of yz also; i.e., the derivation B *~ 
o~A, "" A~fiy2' is used in (II), where y~' is a prefix of y=. An intermediate step 
must be: B ~ B1B 2 * c~A, -.. A319y(, and neither B, nor B 2 has derived 
A, "-' Aj- (since B is the immediate predecessor nonterminal of Ai "'" Aj). 
Hence in the derivation of XlYlX2y 2 , B 2 must have contributed x2 and B 1 
must have contributed x 1 . Hence in G 1 we have the derivation: S,  *~ XlB ~ * 
x lx  2 , contradicting Claim 1, since B 2 is a single nonterminat symbol. Q.E.D. 
We will show that Mxi % must be a regular set, contradicting the 
hypothesis of Theorem 1. First we give a grammar for M,1% having certain 
derivation properties. Therefore let us construct a grammar G' as follows: 
G' = (N' ,  T',  S' ,  P'),  where 
N'  = l [ Axx ] l A ~ N,  x is any substring of xlx~ I
T '  = Z 2 
XlX 2 
P '  is obtained from P as follows: 
Replace A --~ A by 
Replace A --~ a by 
[aA]- -+A,  if a occurs in x lx  ~ 
Replace A --+ BC by the productions: 
[uAv]__+ [B] [  C] ,  for every substring uv ofxxx 2. 
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The above grammar has the effect of extracting L c~ ((xlx2} AZ2* ) and then 
replacing each symbol of xlx 2 by A. Hence L(G') = M~l~2. In addition, 
corresponding to any derivation S *~ A 1 "" Ai "'" Amy2 *£ XlYlX2ye in G, 
in which Ai contributed y l ,  we have a derivation for Y~Y2 in G': 
S' ~ [ag] Y2 *~ YlY~. Hence by Lemma 1.1, M~,  is a regular set. Q.E.D. 
IV. PAz's PROBLEM 
Now we use Theorem 1 to establish a conjecture of Paz. Define the p.ac. 
(A, A'), where A = (S', ~r', M', F') over {0, 1}, given by S' = {So, sl ,  s2, s3} ,
~r' = (1 0 0 0), with final state ~ s o (i.e., the transpose of ~/v, is (1 0 0 0)). 
A(o)= o ½ o • A(1)= _1 ½ 0 
01 00  
0 0 1 0 
and ~', •' satisfy ½ < )t' - -  •' < A' + E' < 1. Paz (1967) shows that (A, h') is 
not e'-approximable by any regular set. Define the p.ac. (B, h), where B = 
(S, % M,F) over Z' = {a, b, c, d} with S = {so, s l ,  s2, sa, s4, ss, so, ST} ,
*r = (½ 0 0 0 ½ 0 0 0), F ~ {So, s,}, i.e., transpose of ~/v = (1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0). 
B(a) = [A(O) O, 
[ 04 /4] B(b) = t O. I a] 
with A, • satisfying 3/4 < h --  • < h + • < 1, e.g., h = 25/32 and • = 1/64. 
Intuitively, we operate two copies of A, one for a's and b's and the other 
for c's and d's (a, c like 0 and b, d like 1). At the end we give equal weights 
(given by ~r) to the two parts to get the probability of going into a final state. 
We refer to either copy as A and to the composite one as B. 
THEOREM 2. p.ac. (B,)~) cannot be e-approximated by any CFL. 
Proof. Let a languageL' E-approximate he p.ac. (B, h). We want to show 
that L'  cannot be a CFL. In the following we use the convention: 
x, x l ,  x~ ~ (a, b}* and Yl, Y2 ~ {c, d}*. 
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Consider L -= L '  c5 {a, b}* (c, d}* {a, b}* {c, d}*. Hence i f L '  is a CFL  thenL  
is a CFL  too. I t  is sufficient o show thatL  cannot be a CFL .  Let  
and 
L 1 = {xlx~[(~yl,  y2)(xlylx2y2 ~L)} 
L~ = {xlx ~ I pA(XlX~) > 2(2` + e) - -  1}. 
For  every xlx ~ eL  1 , let M,1,  ~ = {YiY2 I xlylx2y2 eL}. 
Observe that pB(xlylx~y2) = ½pA(xlx2) + ½PA(YlY2)" 
Hence _1kI~,2 = M,8,  4 if xlx 2 = xax 4 . 
CLAIM. 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
Proof. 
(i) 
(ii) 
For  every x eL  1 , Mx is nonempty.  
In addit ion, L = [.)~eL1 {x} AM~.  
L~ _CL 1 . 
AnyL ,  L~ CL  CL1 ,  is a nonregular set. 
For  every x in L~, M~ is a nonregular set. 
Fol lows from the definition of L 1 . 
x eL ,  ~ pA(x) > 2(2` + e) - -  1 =~ pB(x) = ½pA(x) + ½PA(A) 
>}(2(2`+~)- -  1 )+}=h+e~xeL~xeL~.  
Hence L ,  _CL 1 . 
(iii) Let  L be any language satisfying L s __C_L _CL 1 . Then  
pA(X) > 2(2` + e) - -  1 => X eL~ =~ xeL .  
p~4(x) <: 2(2` - e) - 1 ~ (Vyly2) (P~(xaylx2y~) where x = xlx~) 
<~ pB(x) + ½ < ½(2(2, - -  e) - -  1) + ½ 
=2`- -~ ~ x6L  ~ x¢_L~ ~ xCL .  
Hence L is a 2e-approximation of (A, 22` - -  1). Since 
½<2(2` - -e ) - -1  <2(h+e) - -  1 <1,  
by Paz's resu l tL  is a nonregular set. 
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(iv) Let  xlx 2 be inL~.  So pA(xlx~) > 2(A + ,) - -  1. Then  
pA(xlxe) = 2()~ q- e) - -  1 -q- 3 for some 0 < 3 ~< 2 - -  2(~ + ,). 
PA(YlY2) > 1 - -  3 ~ pB(xlylx~y2) > ½(2(a + ,) - -  1 + 3) + ½(1 - -  3) 
= h + e ~ x ly lx~y 2~L ~ YlY2 c ]lI~1z. 
PA(YlY~) < 1 - -  3 - -  4,  ~ pB(x~y~x~y2) < ½(2(A + ,) - -  1 + 3) 
+ ½(1 - -  3 - -  4,)  = a - - ,  ~ xly~x2y ~~L ~ Y~Y2 ~ Mx~x~. 
Thus  Mz l~ is a 2e-approximation of (A, 1 - -  ~ - -  2,). Since ½ < 1 - 8 - 4,  < 
1 - -3  < 1, M~z 2 is a nonregular set. Thus  the claim holds. Q.E.D.  
Hence, by Theorem I, L is not a CFL .  Q.E.D.  
Remark. For  any p.ac, (A, ,~) if the transit ion matr ix  has only rational 
entries, then for any , > 0, (A, A) can be e-approximated by a determi-  
nistic l inear bounded acceptor. 
Proof. Brute force implementat ion of matr ix mult ipl icat ion on a l inear 
bounded automaton. 
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